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A Unified Structural Interpretation of  Some 
Well-Known Stability-Test  Procedures  for 
Linear  Systems 
A number  of  well-known  stability-test procedures for  continu- 
ous- and discrete-time systems  are reexamined  in  a  unified man- 
ner, leading to well-defined  network-theoretic  interpretations. The 
representation and  network  interpretation are based on  the fact 
that  the  stability of any linear system (scalar or multivariable) is 
equivalent to  the  stability  of  a related all-pass system, which  in 
turn can always be synthesized as a cascade of (scalar or matrix) 
two-pair all-pass (lossless) networks. The original system of interest 
is stable if and  only  if each all-pass two-pair is stable (and hence 
”lossless bounded real”). As a result of this  interpretation,  a  num- 
ber of related issues, such as enumeration  of  unstable poles, pre- 
matured terminations,  and  singularity  situations can all  be 
approached in a  unified manner, based only  on  ”two-pair extrac- 
tion formulas.” In  addition,  the  network  interpretation also leads 
to direct test procedures for  testing relative stability,  and  the sta- 
bility of multi-input,  multi-output systems. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
During  the last  several  decades, a  number  of  algorithms 
and  interpretations have evolved [I]-[6],  [30]-[35] for  testing 
the stability of  both  continuous- and  discrete-time  linear 
systems.  The algorithms do  not involve  computation  of  the 
zeros of the  characteristic  polynomial. In addition, some of 
these test procedures lend themselves to network-theo- 
retic interpretations. For example, the  Hurwitz stability test 
for  continuous-time systems [I] can  be related to  the Cauer- 
type  continued-fraction  expansion of  a reactance function, 
leading to an LC network  realization. Similarly, the  well- 
known  Schur-Cohn  test [5], [6] for  checking  the stability of 
a  discrete-time system is related  closely to  the synthesis of 
an all-pass function, as a cascade of lattice sections [14],  [21], 
[26], [27. The intriguing paper  by  Delsarte  etal. [26], places 
in evidence some of these relations. On  the  other hand, for 
certain other test procedures (such as Routh’s test as 
described in Astrom [q), such a  network  interpretation is 
‘not entirely  obvious,  and has not been  heretofore  studied. 
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The purpose  of  this paper is to provide a structural  inter- 
pretation  of a number  of  well-known stability-test proce- 
dures,  based on the synthesis of an appropriate lossless net- 
work,  thus  leading to a common  framework  for  apparently 
unrelated test procedures. Our development  here is more 
of  a  tutorial  nature and is  not  intended  to be  an  exhaustive 
review of all known test procedures.Theframework is based 
on  the  observation [6] that  the  stabilityof any minimal  linear 
system (continuous-time  or discrete-time;  scalar or  multi- 
variable) is equivalent to the stability of  a  related all-pass 
system, and that any all-pass system  can  be  synthesized as 
a cascade of lossless two-pairs. The original system is stable 
if  and  only  if  the  related all-pass  system  can  be realized as 
a cascade of stable  all-pass  (scalar or  matrix)  two-pairs. The 
Routh’s  test for  continuous-time systems  and the Schur- 
Cohn test for  discrete-time systems  can  be interpreted in 
this manner. In addition, this  interpretation places in evi- 
dence methods of generalizing these well-known test pro- 
cedures, in order to avoid  certain  “singularity”  situations. 
A unified  outlook of some  of  these  test procedures can 
be found  in  the  work by  Delsarte et a/. [26], and multivari- 
able generalizations can be  obtained based on [30]. Gen- 
eralized  interpretations based on Chebyshevfunctions can 
be found  in [31]. In this paper, we  explicitly place in evi- 
dence the  structural  details  for several related test proce 
dures based on lossless building blocks, including those in 
[26]. For example,  Routh’s  test as described in [A  is  inter- 
preted in Section V by  explicit  reformulation in terms of 
two-pair extraction. Our starting point here is  directly  a 
“synthesis approach” rather than the “interpolation a p  
proach”  taken in [26], [30]. Furthermore,  algorithmic means 
for counting  the number  of  unstable poles  are presented 
for each well-known test procedure, some of these being 
known for several years [I51 in mathematics literature. 
Finally, a  situation known as “singularity” [34] which arises 
in several test procedures is addressed in a  common way, 
and  methods outlined  to overcome these. 
The above network  interpretation also leads to proce- 
dures  for  directlytesting  the  relative stability of  a  linear sys- 
tem, without  constructing [81 an intermediate  polynomial 
of double  the  order. 
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Notations 
The  variables s and  z  denote  the  transform  domain  com- 
plex variables for  continuous-  and  discretetime systems, 
respectively.  Boldfaced letters (and  upper case calligraphic 
letters) indicate matrices and vectors, for example  H(z), v(n), 
etc. Superscript  t stands for  matrix  transposition. Super- 
script * indicates complex conjugation, whereas super- 
script dagger (t) stands for  transposition  followed  by  com- 
plexconjugation. For discrete-time systems, the  tilde-accent 
stands for  transposition  followed by reciprocation  of  func- 
tional  argument;  for example: H(z) = /-/'(z-').  For the  con- 
tinuous-time case, A(s) = k / ' ( - ~ ) .  The notation A s B is  an 
abbreviation  for " B  - A is positive  semi-definite," and A < 
Bisan abbreviation  for " B  -A is  positive-definite." I ,  stands 
for  the  identity  matrix  of  dimension m X m. The subscript 
for  the identity matrix may  be omitted  if i ts order is  obvious 
from  the context. The symbol 0 stands for null vectors and 
null matrices  of  appropriate  dimensions. For a (real-sym- 
metric)  positive-definite  matrix P, we define its square root 
Pln according to the  factorization: P = P1'2P'/z where P" 
stands for  the  transpose  of P1". 
Preliminaries 
A  single-input,  single-output  discrete-time  transfer  func- 
tion G(z) = N(z)/D(z) is a ratio of two polynomials.  Assuming 
that  the  polynomials  N(z)  and  D(z) are relatively  prime,  the 
poles  of G(z) are precisely  the zeros of D(z). In this paper, 
the  term  "stable"  implies  bounded-input,  bounded-output 
stability [24], that is, the poles  are strictly inside  the  unit  cir- 
cle. A  transfer function G(z) is said to be bounded real (BR) 
if it is stable,  real for  real z, and satisfies 
G*(e'") G(e9 s I (1 )
for all w. In addition, if equality  holds in (1) for all a, G(z) 
is said to be  lossless bounded real (LBR). If G(z) is such that 
it is not necessarily  stable, but equality  holds in (1) for all 
w,itissaidtobeall-pass.ThustheLBRpropertyisequivalent 
to stable all-pass property. Any all-pass transfer function  in 
fact  also  satisfies the  condition G(z-') G(z) = 1 for  allz. 
These concepts can  be extended to general m-input, p 
output systems.  Thus a p x m transfer  matrix C(z) is BR if 
it i s  stable,  real valued  for real z, and  satisfies 
G+(eiT G(e'? s I ,  (2) 
for all o. Moreover,  if  equality  holds in (2) for all w, then G(z) 
is LBR. If G(z) is not necessarily  stable but  still satisfies (2) 
with equality  for all w, then it is an  all-pass transfer  matrix. 
(Note  that  scattering  matrices  of  continuous-time lossless 
multiports satisfy the LBR property.) It can  be shown  that 
an all-pass transfer  matrix  actually satisfies the  property 
G'(z-7 G(z) = I ,  (3a) 
for al l  z  (called  paraunitary  property). Essentially, a stable 
all-pass transfer  matrix is LBR (assuming it is real for real  z). 
A statement of  the  maximum  modulus  theorem [9] and 
its matrix  version  (which can be found  in Potapov [29]) are 
included  in  Appendix I. Based on these, it can  be shown  that 
a BR transfer  matrix G(z)  satisfies 
~ + ( z )  ~ ( z )  II,, for IZI > I. (3 b) 
Moreover,  equality in (3b) implies  that G(z) is constant. For 
scalar BR functions, (3b) clearly  implies  )G(z)( s 1 for ( z I  L 
1. 
Digital Two-Pair 
A digital  two-pair [lo], shown in Fig. 1, is a two-input  two- 
output system, described  either by the  chain parameters 
or  the  transfer parameters 
Fig. 1. The digital two-pair. 
A"reciproca1" two-pair satisfies the  condition T12(z) = T,,(z) 
or  equivalently, AD - BC = 1, for all z. The descriptions of 
(4) and (5) are related as indicated in [lo]. The chain  matrix 
of (4) and the  transfer  matrix  of (5) are denoted  by  n(z) and 
3 (z), respectively. 
A digital  two-pair is all-pass if 3(z) is an all-pass transfer 
matrix. A digital  two-pair is LBR if 3(z) is LBR. In terms  of  the 
chain parameters, paraunitariness is equivalent to 
1 + CC = h  1 + h? = dD CD = A B .  (6) 
A stable reciprocal  two-pair is LBR if and only  if 
A = d  B = C  A D - B C = l .  (7) 
Given a transfer function G,(z), the  "extraction"  of  a  digital 
two-pair 3(z) leads to a remainder G, - ,(z) (see  Fig. 2) where 
I- 
Fig. 2. Digital two-pair extraction. 
G,(z) and G, - ,(z)  are related by the extraction  formula 
G,-1 = (C - AG,)/(BG, - D) 
G, (C + DG,-1)I(A + BG,-1). (8) 
The  subscripts m and m - 1 do  not necessarily  stand for 
order.Thusunlessthetwo-pairisproperlychosen,theorder 
of G, - , is not less than  that of G,. 
We  can extend  the  concept  of  two-pairs to the case where 
the scalar  signals X, Y,, Y, X, in Fig. 1 are replaced with 
vector  signals X, Y,, Y,, X,. Thus 
and the  transfer parameters Tiiare defined  accordingly. The 
parameters  are related as 
11, = CA-' 112 = D - CA- 'B  
T2, = A- '  Tu = -A-'B (1 0) 
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and 
A = Tcl B = - r - l T  21 22 
c = r,, r;l D = r12 - r,, r;l T ~ .  (11) 
Clearly, the above description is meaningful  only  if A and 
TZl are  square, i.e., only  if  the vectors X1 and Y2 have the 
same number  of  components. For such cases, the  “extrac- 
tion  formula”  now becomes 
C,-l = (D - G,B)-’(C,A - C )  (12) 
Paper Outline 
Section II begins with  a review  of  Jury’s  description [6] 
of a test for  the stability of  discrete-time scalar  systems (the 
Schur-Cohn test). This is  followed  by  the  network  inter- 
pretation, enumeration procedures, and discussion on 
common-factor  propagation. Section Ill is an extension  of 
the  method  of Section II, and shows how  singularity sit- 
uations can  be avoided  by  merely  manipulatingcertain  two- 
pair parameters.  The relation  between  this  framework  and 
the  Nevanlinna-Pick  problem can  be found  in [26]. In Sec- 
tion IV, a discrete-time stability test is  presented based on 
the synthesis of all-pass functions  outlined  in [Ill. Section 
Vdealswiththecontinuous-timecounterpartof Section 1 1 1 .  
In Section VI we obtain an interpretation  of Routh’s  test for 
continuous-time systems, based on  the s-domain  all-pass 
two-pair  extraction  approach. It can  also  be shown  that  this 
section is the  continuous-time  counterpart  of Section IV. 
In Section VII, a  procedure is outlined  for  testing  a  partic- 
ular kind of  relative stability (sector stability [ Iq )  for  con- 
tinuous-time systems. Finally, Section Vlll deals with  the 
stability of an rn-input poutput system,  based on matrix- 
all-pass  synthesis.  The work  by  Delsarte et a/. [30] for  the 
case of  matrix-valued  functions is  related to our presen- 
tation in this section. Numerical examples are included 
where  appropriate. 
(1 3) 
Fig. 3 illustrates the  matrix  two-pair  extraction. A matrix LBR 
two-pair is defined in exactly the same manner as an LBR 
Fig. 3. Matrix two-pair extraction. 
two-pair. In particular,  the  paraunitary  property in this case 
is given  by 
CC + I = &  BB + I = DD CD = A B .  (14) 
For continuous-time systems, all above  discussions  can 
be extended in an obvious manner,  by replacing z with s, 
z-l  with -s, and identifying  the “steady  state” to be s = 
jw rather  than z = el‘”. 
The Unifying Framework 
Given  atransfer  function to betested  for stability, assume 
an all-pass function G(z) [or H(s)] has been constructed with 
the same denominator as the  given  transfer  function.  A 
number  of ways to synthesize  an  all-pass function  in  the 
form of  a cascade of all-pass two-pairs exists  [IO]-[14]. Each 
such  synthesis procedure leads to a valid stability-test pro- 
cedure. 
The two-pair  extraction  rules (8), (12), (13) can  be  used to 
understand a number of related issues in a unified manner, 
as outlined  below. 
1) Any possible  common  factor  between  the  numerator 
and denominator  of the all-pass function always  leads to a 
premature  termination  of synthesis, placing in evidence  the 
common factor. This common factor in turn represents 
poles that are in reciprocal  pairs with respect to  the  unit 
circle. 
2) By employing Rouche’s theorem  of  complex  variable 
theory[15],thegeneralequations(8),(12),(13)can bemanip- 
ulated to obtain  algorithms  that  enumerate  the  number  of 
unstable poles. 
3) In case of  certain  unstable  transfer  functions, a sin- 
gularity  situation [I51 sometimes  results that  prevents  con- 
tinuation  oftheenumeration procedure.All such situations 
can be interpreted as singularities  of  the  two-pair  being 
extracted. Moreover, based on  the  particular  two-pair 
extraction scheme, these singularities can be avoided by 
changing  certain  flexible  “parameters”  of  extraction. 
In the paper we shall demonstrate these for several 
instances of all-pass  synthesis techniques. 
II. THE SCHUR-COHN TEST 
Jury has described [6] a  procedure  for  testing  the s ability 
of a discrete-time system  based on the Schur-Cohn method. 
The relation  between  this test procedureand  the  procedure 
for  synthesizing an all-pass function as a cascaded lattice 
structure [14],  [21] is  known. In fact, the basic mathematical 
structure underlying this stability-test procedure can be 
tracked back to the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation prob- 
lem, as described by Delsarte  et a/. in [26]. 
In this section,asimpledescription of  thistest  procedure 
is given, followed by a circuit-theoretic interpretation, 
showing  the  relation to the Gray  and Markel lattice struc- 
ture.  Given adiscrete-timetransfer function H(z) = P(z)/D(z) 
with  no common  factors  between P(z) and D(z) 
we first form an Mth-order all-pass function 
(where dM,k = dk) so that GM(z) is  stable i f f  (if and only if) 
H(z) is stable. In the paper,  we  assume the  coefficients P k  
and dk to be  real.  From (16) it is clear that  if GM(z) i s  stable, 
then the quantity (dM,M1, which is  the magnitude of the 
product  of all roots  of D(z), must be  less than  unity. Thus 
defining 
A 
kM = G M ( ~ )  = dM,M 
A 
(1 7) 
we  have the necessary condition  for stability, that 
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k% c 1 (18) 
which,  however, is far from sufficient. Let us now assume 
that (18) holds. In order to derive a sufficient  condition  for 
stability, we first note  that GM(z) is stable iff  it i s  LBR. Now 
a new transfer function GM - l (z)  is  formed as follows: 
It is easily verified  that GM - l (z)  is  of  order M - 1. It can fur- 
ther be verified  that l GM - l(eiw)J = l because  IGdeiw)( = 
1. Thus GM - ’ (z)  is all-pass and has the  form 
44-1”’ + * ’ + dM-l,l 
1 + dM- l , lZ - l  + * * + dM-1,M-l Z - ( M - l )  * 
Z - ( M - 2 )  + Z - ( M - l )  
CM-l(Z) = 
(20) 
Hence, GM - l (z)  i s  stable iff it is LBR. From (19) we see that 
the poles zo of GM - ’(2) are solutions  of 
Byassumption, k b  c 1 (otherwise,thetestcould have  been 
terminated with the conclusion that GM(z) is unstable), 
hence (21) implies 
lGM(ZO)I > 1. (22) 
If GM(z) is LBR, then we know  that ICM(z)( c 1 for ( z J  > 1. 
Moreover, on  the  unit  circle we  have IGM(z)( = 1. In con- 
clusion, (22) implies  that if GM is  stable then lzol c 1, hence 
GM - ,(z) is  stable.  Thus  we conclude  that 
Chl-’(z) is LBR (i.e., stable) if Gdz)  i s  LBR (i.e., stable). 
(23) 
Next, to prove  the converse,  we invert  the  relation  of (19) 
to arrive at 
Now, if zo is a  pole  of GM(z), then 
By the  assumption  that (18) holds, it is clear that 
Jzi ’CM - l(zo)) > 1. Now, if G, - l(zo) i s  LBR, then we know 
ICM- ’(z)l I 1 for ( z (  L 1, hence (25) implies Izo( < 1. As a 
result, if (18) holds,  then we  also  have the conclusion 
GM(z) is LBR if GMM-’(z) i s  LBR.  (26) 
Summarizing, a necessary  and sufficient set of conditions 
for  the all-pass function GM(z) to be stable  are therefore: a) 
k: c 1 and that b) the all-pass function GM - ’ (z)  be  stable. 
Thus once we  check the  condition k $  < 1, we merely test 
for  the  stabilityof  the  lower  order all-pass function GM - l(z). 
The process can now be repeated, generating a set of 
coefficients’ 
’It is  necessary for D(z) in (15) to satisfy D(1) > 0 and D(- I )  > 
0, for  stability. Once this condition is checked, the computation 
of k, can be dispensed with; see Jury [6]. 
k ~ ,  khl-1, . * ka kt (27) 
and a set of all-pass functions 
Gdz),  GM-JZ), * * * , Gl(Z), Go(z) = 1. (28) 
The  all-pass function GM(z) is  stable iff k k  < 1 for all m. The 
most crucial point  in  the derivation  of  the test procedure 
is that, if a coefficient k, satisfies the  condition 
k k  c 1 (29) 
then  the stability of G, is equivalent to stability of G,-l 
given by 
(30) 
Circuit  Interpretation 
A circuit  interpretation  of  the t st procedure can now be 
given.  Fig. 4 shows an “implementation”  of C,(z), by con- 
straining a digital  two-pair with  the  function z - ’G,  - ’(z). 
- 
Fig. 4. Circuit interpretation of the Schur-Cohn test. 
The two-pair can  be described  either by the  chain  matrix 
[C Dl [k, 1 1  (31) 
A B  1 k m  
or by the transfer matrix 
Each iteration in  the test, therefore, is an extraction  of  the 
above two-pair, from  the all-pass function G,(z), leaving 
behind an all-pass remainder z- ’Gm-l (z ) .  The function 
G,(z) i s  stable if  and  only if k, satisfies (29), and in addition 
G, - ’ (z)  is  stable. Notice  that each two-pair is precisely the 
Gray  and Markel lattice structure [14]. Completion  of  the 
test procedure leads to the  circuit  of Fig. 5, which is  a cas- 
caded lattice structure. GM(z) i s  stable iff all the lattice coef- 
ficients ki in Fig. 5 satisfy (29). 
Fig. 5. The cascaded lattice structure associated with the 
Schur-Cohn  test. 
Referring to (8), if all the chain parameters of (31) are 
scaled, this leaves G, - l (z)  unchanged  (for a given G,(z)). 
Thus the  following scaled lattice (the  normalized lattice) 
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n =  
k, 1 
3 =  (33) 
can  be obtained  if k: < 1, and leads to the  equivalent cas- 
caded lattice circuit  interpretation  of Fig. 6,  which is the 
well-known  normalized Gray  and Markel  structure  for an 
Fig. 6. The normalized cascaded lattice structure associ- 
ated with the Schur-Cohn  test. 
all-pass function. In this  particular  structure, each building 
block is an LBRtwo-pair, and  the  structure  of Fig. 6 is an LBR- 
cascade realization  of the given scalar LBR function GM(z). 
If Gdz) is  not stable, then  the  circuit  of Fig. 5 can still be 
obtained, butthecircuitof Fig.6wouId  haveimaginarymul- 
tipliers. 
Propagation of Common Factors:  Premature  Terminations 
Let us assume that the all-pass function G,(z) given  by 
has acornmon  factor W(z) of  order n between its numerator 
N,(z) and denominator D,(z). From (30) we have 
Z-'N,,,-&) = N,(z) - k,D,(z) (35) 
D m  - 1 k )  = -kmNm(z) + DJZ) (36) 
which shows that  the same factor W(z) is  common to  both 
N, - l(z) and Dm - l(z). Conversely, N,(z) and D,(z) can  be 
written as 
N,(z) = z-'N,-l(z) + kmD,-1(z) (37) 
D,(z) = k,z-'N,-l(z) + D,-,(z) (38) 
which shows that any common  factor  between N, - l(z) and 
Dm - l(z) is  also a  common  factor  of N,(z) and D,(z). (An 
overall  constant multiplier  in (37), (38) has been  ignored  for 
convenience.) In conclusion,  the greatest common  divisor 
(gcd) of N,(z) and D,(z) is  the gcd of N, - l(z) and Dm - ' ( z )  
as well. Thus during  the stability test,  we eventually  end up 
with  a remainder function 
(39) 
In other words,  even though  the  given  denominator D d z )  
is  of Mth degree, the test terminates in M - n steps.  This 
premature  termination reveals the  gcd W(z) between D d z )  
and Ndz) .  
Under  what  conditions does there exist a  (nontrivial)  gcd 
betweenD~z)andN~z)?NotethatNdz)isthemirrorimage 
of D d z )  (see  (16));  hence, if W(z) is  a  common  factor,  then 
W(z) itself is a "mirror image polynomial" 
W(z) = w, + wlz-l + * * * + wlz-("-')  + woz-n (40) 
which means that  if zo is a zero of W(z), then l/zo is also a 
zero.  Thus DM(z) (of which W(z) is  a  factor) represents the 
denominator  of an unstable system. Note that, as the com- 
mon  factor W(z) automatically reveals itself, it can  subse- 
quently  be  removed  from D d z )  to produce a reduced-order 
denominator. 
For the rest of  this section,  we  assume that any possible 
gcd of  the above form has been  detected  and  removed. In 
particular,  therefore,  the  polynomials  involved  do not have 
zeros on  the  unit circle. 
Counting  the  Number of Unstable Poles 
There  are applications where, given  a  polynomial such 
as Ddz),  one wishes to know  the  number  of zeros inside 
a  circle  of  a  certain adius, say unity.  (One such application, 
for example, is in the estimation of sinusoidal signals 
immersed in noise.) The above stability test procedure 
directly  lends itself to such  an enumeration scheme,  based 
on Rouche's theorem of complex variable theory [15], 
restated for  convenience in Appendix 11. Now  consider (38). 
We know  that 
(z- 'Nm-l (z) (  = (Dm-l(z)l, whenever Iz( = 1. (41) 
Moreover,  the  polynomials in (37), (38) are polynomials in 
z- l ,  and hence are analytic in Iz( L 1. Thus by Rouche's 
theorem:* 
(The situation k i  = 1 is a  "singularity"  situation,  and will 
be dealt with shortly.) Now,  once the lattice has been suc- 
cessfully generated, the quantities 6[Nl(z)] and &Dl(z)] can 
be found by  inspection.  Then (42)-(45)  can be  used in order 
to recursively  enumerate  the zeros of D d z )  in the  region 
( z (  > 1. In other  words,  assuming  that  the cascaded lattice 
of Fig. 5 is given to us, where kj! # 1 for any i ,  the parameters 
ki reveal exactly how many of the zeros of DM(z) are in 
Iz( > 1. Note also that N,(z) and D,(z) are mirror images 
of each other,  hence  their zeros are reciprocals  of each 
other. As a result, N,(z) has  as many  zeros inside the  unit 
circle as does D,(z) outside the  unit circle, and vice versa. 
In other  words, 6[N,(z)] + 6[D,(z)] = m, which can be used 
instead of (44), (45). 
Singularity  Situations 
Even if D d z )  and i ts  mirror image N d z )  do  not have  any 
common factors, it is possible during  the stability test to 
arriveatasituationwhereki =I.Underthiscondition,(35), 
(36) give 
i.e., G,-l = * z  which represents a noncausal system. 
*S[F(z)] is an abbreviation for "the number of  zeros  of F(z) in the 
region IzI > 1." 
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Moreover, we cannot  proceed further  with the test. Also, 
(37, (38) are not valid any more because the  matrix 
(47) 
is  singular.  This situation arises when D,(z) is such that  the 
product  of all roots is either 1 or -1. This clearly  implies 
instability of G,(z) and  hence  instability  of GM(z). However, 
ifwewishtocompletethelatticeconstruction(forexample, 
in order to  find  the  number  of unstable poles), then we  can- 
not  do so without somehow  overcoming  the  singularity 
problem. This will be dealt with  in the  next section. Note 
also that  this  singularity  implies  singularity of the  chain 
matrix of (31). Moreover, T12 = T2, = 0 in (33), which means 
the  two-pair cascade of Fig. 6 is “broken”  by  the  section  in 
question. 
Summarizing, given  a  minimal  transfer function H(z), an 
all-pass function GM(z) is  first  formed as in (16) and then syn- 
thesized as a cascade of lattice building blocks as in Fig. 5 
or 6. In each  step of  the synthesis, a  lower  order all-pass 
function G, - l (z)  is  generated by extracting a lattice two- 
pair from an all-pass function G,(z). The outcomes of the 
synthesis  are listed below. 
1) The stability properties  of GM(z), hence  that  of H(z) is  
revealed. 
2) A  network  interpretation  of  the stability test is 
obtained. 
3)  The number of unstable  poles  of GM(z) (if it is unsta- 
ble) is determined. 
4) Any possible symmetric polynomial factor W(z) in 
DM(z) (which in  turn is the  gcd  of D d z )  and NM(z)) is  
placed in evidence. 
5 )  A possible  singularity  situation sometimes results  for 
unstable transfer functions which makes it impos- 
sible to complete the synthesis of  the lattice network. 
Stability tests  discussed in succeeding sections  have a 
counterpart of items 1) through 5) above. All of  them are 
based on the synthesis of an  all-pass function  in  the  form 
of a cascade of two-pair building blocks. Each of them 
reveals a  possible gcd between NM(z) and Ddz),  and  lends 
itself to a “pole counting” procedure, based only on 
Rouche’s theorem. Finally,  each of them has its own “sin- 
gularity” issues. 
Ill. THE EXTENDED SCHUR-COHN TEST 
The first  generalization  of  the stability test of Section I I  
is based on the  observation  that (30) is not  the  only means 
[26] of  obtaining  a  reduced-order all-pass function C, - l(z) 
from an  all-pass function G,(z). Such a  generalization can 
be related  onceagain tothe Nevanlinna-Pick  interpolation 
problem, as observed  by  Delsarte  et a/. in [26]. Indeed,  let 
us consider the  following type of recursion, which is an 
immediate  generalization of (30): 
Note that, with a, = 00, this reduces to (30). Assuming  that 
G,(z) is  all-pass, i.e., 
Gg(ej”) G,(ej? = I ,  for all o (49) 
it can beverified  from (48) that G, - ,(z) is  alsoall-pass.  Next, 
the  quantity G,(z) - G,(a,) has a zero at z = a,, which can- 
cels with  the factor (z - a,). Finally, the all-pass nature of 
G,(z) ensures that 
hence the factor (1 - a,z) in (48) cancels with a factor 
(1 - a,z) in [I - G,(z) G,(a,)]. Thus G, - ,(z) is  an all-pass 
function  of  reduced  order. 
Let  us  assume we  have picked a, such that (a,J > 1. Then 
it is clear by  maximum  modulus  theorem  that  the  quantity 
(51 ) k m  = GJa,) 
A 
satisfies 
Ikm12 c 1 (52) 
if G,(z) is  LBR. Moreover, assuming that (52) holds, the  fol- 
lowing is true: 
G,(z) is  stable i f f  G,-l(z) is stable. (53) 
In order to derive a test procedure, it is necessary to “prop- 
agate” the stability property  of G,(z) to  the  reduced-order 
function G, - ,(z), and (53) does precisely this.  Remember- 
ing that the ”unstable  pole” z = a, in (48) cancels, the rest 
of  the  proof  of (53) follows  the same lines as in Section I I .  
Notice  that the parameter a, can  be different  for  different 
sections.  Thus the  generalized stability test procedure is as 
follows: Form the all-pass function G ~ z )  in  the usual  man- 
ner, i.e., as in (16). Then generate the parameters 
k, = G,(a,) for m = M, M - 1, * (54) 
where a, are constants such that laml > 1. If at  any  stage, 
k,violates (52), then Gdz) is unstable. If all k, are  such that 
(52) holds, then Gdz) is stable. 
Network  lnterpretation 
Fig. 7 shows a network  interpretation  of (a), and Fig. 8 
shows a cascaded lattice realization  of Gdz) that  results 
GmLxTp Gm-lk) 
3 
I-OmZ 
Fig. 7. Circuit interpretation of the extended Schur-Cohn 
test. 
Fig. 8. The cascaded lattice structure associated with the 
extended Schur-Cohn  test. 
from  the stability test procedure. Fig. 9 shows a  normalized 
realization  which is useful  when k$ c 1 for all m. Moreover, 
as expected, if a, = 43, the  circuits  of Figs. 7-9 reduce to 
those of Figs. 4-6. Note  that  the  structures  of Figs. 8 and 9 
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Fig. 9. The normalized cascaded lattice structure associ- 
ated with the extended Schur-Cohn test. 
are not implementable in practice, because of  “delay-free 
loops.”  However, for  the  purposes  of  checking stability of 
Gdz), this is not an important issue. 
Propagation of the  Greatest Common  Divisor 
Equations (35) and (36) of Section I I  can  be modified  for 
(1 - amz- l )Nm-l (z )  = N,(z) - k,D,(z) (55) 
(z-’ - a,) Dm- l(z)  = -k,N,(z) + D,(z). (56) 
the  purposes  of  this  section as follows: 
Conversely 
N,(z) = (1 - amz-l )Nm-l(z)  + k,(z-’ - a,)D,-l(z) 
D,(z) = k,(l - a,z-’)N,_,(z) + (z-’ - a,)D,-l(z). 
(57) 
(58)  
It is clear from these equations  that  the gcd of N,(z) and 
D,(z) is  the same  as that  of N, - l(z) and D, - l(z). Thus once 
again,  any possible gcd  in GM(z) is  revealed in  the synthesis 
procedure, in  the  form  of a premature  termination.  Other 
related discussions of Section I I  continue to  hold here. 
Counting  the  Number of Unstable Poles 
Note  that, in (57) and (58), (a,l > 1. Also, 11 - a,z I - 
1z-l - a,l on  the  unit circle. Thus as in Section 11, we  can 
apply Rouche’s theorem again. The arguments that fol- 
lowed (37), (38) can  be repeated with respect to (57),  (58) in 
order to arrive at the  following conclusions: 
- 1  - 
6[D,(z)l = N z - ’  - a,) D, - l (Z) I  
= flD,,,-l(z)]f for lk,12 < 1 (59) 
~[D,(z)] = 1 + 6[N,-&)l, if Jk,)2 > 1. (60) 
This  set of  equations can  be iteratively used to obtain  the 
number  of  unstable poles. Note  that 6[N,(z)] = m - flD,(z)l 
for all m because, by  assumption,  there are no zeros on the 
unit circle. 
Singularity /ssues3 
A  significant advantage of  the  generalization (48) as com- 
pared to (30) of Section I I  is  that  the parameter a, can  be 
any number such that la,( > 1, with a, = w being  only  a 
special case. Moreover “a,” can  be different  for each  sec- 
tion. Now, recall that if we  wish to generate a  complete lat- 
tice  for an unstable system (in  order to successfully count 
the number of unstable poles, for example), then  a sin- 
gularity  situation, i.e., 
Jk,l = lG,(a,,)l = 1 (61 1 
might arise  again, as in Section II. However,  since thechoice 
’Often referred to as “critical cases.” 
of a, is  flexible, we  can pick a, such that (61)  does not hold, 
and this enables  us to complete  the lattice generation,  and 
hence the  polecounting operation. For example, restrict- 
ing ourselves to real  values of a,, G,(a,) is  real. Moreover, 
the  equation 
G%(z) = 1 (62) 
N i ( z )  - d,(z) = 0 (63) 
i.e., 
has  at most 2m real solutions. Thus by trying  out  the fol- 
lowing possible  simple  integer values of a,: 
a, = 2, 3,4,5, , 2m + 2 (64) 
we  are bound to  find one value  such that  there is no sin- 
gularity  situation. We now  proceed with numerical exam- 
ples to demonstrate these  ideas. 
Example 3.7: 
Let the denominator to be  tested  be  given  by &(z) = 
1 + 3122-’ + 1/2z-‘. The relevant all-pass function is 
1 3  
2 2  
- + - z-1 + z - 2  
3 1 ‘  
1 + - z-1  + - z- ,  
2 2 
GAZ) = (65) 
Choosing  the  free parameter a, in (61) as a, = w, we  have 
k2 = 112, hence ki < 1. Thus 
1 
G A Z )  - 2 
z-’G’(z) = 1 
2 
1 - - G,(Z) 
= z-+) 1 + z-1  
1 + z - 1  
which shows that there is a premature termination. The 
common  factor W(z) between D2(z) and N2(z) is revealed as 
(1 + z-’), which is a mirror image polynomial as expected. 
Example 3.2: 
Let the  denominator to be  tested  be  given by 
D3(z) = 1 + - z- l  - E z-’ + z - ~ ,  7 
6  6 (67) 
The third-order all-pass function C3(z) is  therefore 
17 
6 b 
7 
6 
1 - - .  
1 + - z  
If we let a3 = w, then k3 = G3(a3 = 1, which is a  singularity 
situation. If we take a3 = 2 we  get k3 = 0. Even though  this 
does not cause  any problems during  the procedure,  let us 
avoid a3 = 2, so that  the  computational aspects  are dem- 
onstrated  well.  Assuming a3 = 3, then 
k3 = G3(a3) = G3(3) = -. 1 
5 (69) 
Compute N3 - k3D3 
The quantity (1 - a3z-l)  = (1 - 32-’) is afactor of (70), hence 
by (55) 
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Thus the  remainder all-pass function is 
-3 + - 2 - 1  + 2 - 2  5 
2 
GAZ) = 5 
2 
This completes  one stage of  the  iteration. For the next stage, 
let a2 = 00 and  compute 
(72) 
1 + - z-l - 32-’ 
k2 = G2(a2) = -3 (73) 
and obtain 
N~(z )  - kzDg(~) = (IO - 8z-l)z- l .  (74) 
Hence by (35) (since a2 = 00) 
N,(z) = 10 - 8z-l  = -8 [ -- ; + z - ~  1. (75) 
The first-order all-pass remainder is therefore 
By inspection, Gl(z) is  unstable  having  one  pole  outside  the 
unit circle. Let us, however, compute kl for the sake of com- 
pletion. 
Thus G&z) = (-9/16)/(-9/16) = 1 and  thesynthesis  iscom- 
plete. The given  polynomial D3(z) obviously  represents  the 
denominator  of an unstable system because lkll > 1 and 
Jk21 > 1.Thenumberofunstablepolescannowbecounted. 
6[Dl(z)] = 1 6[Nl(z)] = 0 by inspection or since k :  > 1 
(79) 
(80) 
(81) 
Thus 6[D3(z)] = 1, hence the  given  transfer function has one 
“unstable”  pole. 
IV. FURTHER GENERALIZATIONS OF THE DISCRETE-TIME 
SCHUR-COHN TEST 
A main  outcome  of  the discussions in the  previous sec- 
tionsisthat,iftheall-passfunctionGM(z)isstable(i.e.,GM(z) 
is LBR), then it can be  realized as a cascade of LBR two-pairs 
with transfer  matrix  of  the form 
lam! > 1, k &  < 1. (82) 
Moreover, if  the all-pass function GM(z) is not stable (i.e., 
not LBR), then it cannot be realized in  the above form. Now, 
given an LBR function GM(z), there exist other ways of real- 
izingitasacascadeofLBRtwo-pairsofotherforms[ll].This 
then raises the question: Given a procedure for synthe- 
sizing an  all-pass function as a cascade of all-pass  two-pairs, 
can  we  always  associate a stability test with  it? Indeed,  this 
turns  out to be the case. The purpose  of  this  section is to 
outline specific details for some of these methods. The 
methods not  onlygive rise to test procedures, but also  place 
in evidence any possible gcd between  the  numerator  and 
the denominator of GM(z). In addition, they lend them- 
selves to counting  procedures  for  enumerating  the 
unstable poles. 
Let us begin  by  considering  a  digital  two-pair with  the 
following chain parameters [Ill: 
A(z) = 
1 + u,z-l 
(1 + z - l )  
(1 - a , ) z - ’  
(1 + z - l )  
1 - a, 
a, + z - l  
(1 + z - l )  
B(z) = 
C(Z) = + z - l )  
D(z) = 
or,  equivalently, the  following transfer  parameters: 
(83) 
Let G,(z) be an mth-order all-pass function such that 
G,(-I) = 1. Let  us extract  the  two-pair  of  the above form, 
with  the  following value of a,:
where  prime denotes derivative with respect to z-’. The 
remainder G,-l is  given by 
and it can  be verified  that 
JG,-,(ei“)J = I ,  for all o (87) 
i.e., G,-l(z) is  all-pass. Moreover, with  the choice of a, as 
in (851, G,-,(z) is of  order m - 1, and  satisfies Gm-l(-l) = 
-1. For proofs,  we refer  the reader to [Ill,  [161. Thus the 
above two-pair  extraction can  be repeated on the  function 
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-G,,,-l(z). Given an all-pass function GM(z), we  can there- 
fore  obtain  a cascade realization as in Fig. 10. 
G,,,(z)d m.. m-, 
Fig. 10. The LBR two-pair  cascade  associated with the sta- 
bility test  of  Section IV. 
In order to derive  a stability-test procedure based on this 
synthesis technique,  we make a  number  of  observations. 
First, if G,(z) is stable, then it can  be shown [I61 that a, is 
in  the range 
0 < a, < 1. (88) 
(If a, = 1, then G,-, = G, and  there is no progress in the 
synthesis. On  the  other hand, a, = 0 corresponds to a sin- 
gularity  situation, to be discussed  later.)  Next, if a, is in the 
range of (881, then G,(z) is  not necessarily  stable, but  the 
following is true: 
GJz) is  LBR (Le., stable) if and only if 
G,-l(z) is  LBR (i.e., stable). (89) 
(This statement will shortly  be justified.) We therefore have 
a  situation exactly  analogous to that in Section II. The pro- 
cedure  for  testing  the stablility of GM(z) is therefore to gen- 
erate all the a,’~. Then GM(z) is  stable i f f  each a, is in the 
range of (88). 
Circuit  Interpretation 
If each chain parameter in (83) is divided by &, this does 
not affect G,-,(z) for  a  given G,(z) (see (86)) .  The resulting 
two-pair has transfer parameters 
It can be  shown [I61 that  this  two-pair is LBR iff each a, lies 
in the range of (88). In other words, the all-pass function 
GM(z) is stable iff  i t can  be realized as a cascade of LBR two- 
pairs  of  the form (90) as shown in Fig. 10. In Fig. 11 we show 
the  internal  details  of an orthogonal  implementation [I31 
of  a building  block  with a  transfer  matrix as in (90). 
(b) 
Fw 11. (a) An orthogonal implementation of a typical two- 
pair in Fig.  10. (b) Definition of the planar rotator in Fig. ll(a). 
Premature  Terminations and Propagation of gcd 
It can be  shown  that if W(z) is  a  polynomial  factor in com- 
mon  with NJz) and D,(z), then it is also a common  factor 
ofN,-l(z)andD,-l(z).Theconverseisalsotrue.Asaresult, 
thegcdof  NM(z)and D,(z)propagatesduringthesynthesis, 
leading to a premature  termination, unless N M  and DM are 
relatively  prime. The gcd W(z) is  placed in evidence at the 
termination. It iseasilyverifiedthatthegcdisamirror-image 
polynomial. 
Asthegcdgets revealed in the synthesis  process, it iseasy 
to cancel it in GM(z). We  shall accordingly assume for  the 
rest of  the  section that, for each m, N,(z) and D,(z) are rel- 
atively  prime; in particular, G,(z) has no poles  or zeros on 
the unit circle. 
Counting  the  Number of Unstable Poles 
In a  manner somewhat  analogous to that in  the previous 
sections,  we  can invoke Rouche’s theorem in order to enu- 
merate the  number  of  unstable  poles  of GM(z). In order to 
see this, let us invert (86) and rewrite GJz) in terms of 
G, - 1(z) 
(91 ) 
The  poles of G,(z) are  zeros of 
1 + a,z-’ + (1 - a,) z,-lG,-l(z). (92) 
Let k denote  the  number of zeros of D,-l(z) inside  the unit 
circle. Then m - 1 - k denotes the number of zeros outside 
(since, by assumption, there are no zeros on  the  unit c rcle). 
G,-l(z) can now  be  written as 
G, -1(z) = P(z)  Q(z) (93) 
where P(z) is a stable  all-pass function  of order k and I/Q(z) 
is  a stable  all-pass function of  order m - 1 - k. Thus the 
poles  of G,(z) are precisely the zeros of 
Note  that F(z) # 0 for JzI = 1, and  that  the  functions 
(95) 
are  analytic in IzJ L 1. Moreover, 1 P(z)( = IQ(z)( = 1 on the 
unit circle. Finally, note  that  for IzI = 1 
1(1 - a,) z-11 I (1 + a,z-1), 
1(1 - a,) z-11 2 11 + a,z-1), 
Invoking Rouche’s theorem  (Appendix 
to the  following conclusions: 
m - 1 - k = s[D,-l], 
m - k = s[D,-ll + 1, 
k + 1 = m - S[D,- , ] ,  
if a, > 0 
i f  a, < 0. (96) 
II) therefore leads 
i f 0  < a, < 1 
if a, > 1 
if a, < 0 
(97) 
where 4.1 denotes the  number of  zeros outside  the unit 
circle. Equation (97) directly enables us to count  the  number 
of  unstable poles in G,(z) by  recursively  evaluating SIDll, 
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S[D21, , etc. This can be done, once the circuit of Fig. 
10 is  generated. 
Note that, if 0 < urn c 1, then S[D,] = 0 if and only  if 
S[D,-l]=O.Thisthenprovestheclaimmadeby(89)earlier. 
Singularity Situations 
If  the parameter urn turns  out  to  be equal to  zero at a cer- 
G , - l ( Z )  = -2. (98) 
If  we try to re-evaluate G,(z) based on (911, we would get 
G,(z) = - (99) 
which shows that the inverse relation  of (91) is  not valid any 
more.  This is a singularity situation, analogous to  the con- 
dition k $  = 1 in Sections II and I l l .  
tain stage, this leads to  the remainder 
0 
0 
V. CONTINUOUS-TIME STABILITY TEST PROCEDURES 
In Sections II, Ill, and IV, we used the fact that any dis- 
crete-time all-pass function G(z)  is  stable if and only  if  there 
exists a cascade of LBR two-pairs that realize the C(z). 
Dependingupontheexactnatureofthetwo-pair,anumber 
of stability-test procedures could then be placed in evi- 
dence.Thesituation in thecontinuous-timedomain  isquite 
analogous. Given a transfer function 
with  no  common factor between Fys) and DM, an  all-pass 
function can be  formed as follows: 
The overall idea once  again is the same  as before: If GM(s) 
is  stable  (i.e., LBR), then it can be realized as a cascade of 
analog LBR two-pairs.  The  converse  statement is  also true. 
Thus the stability-test procedure is essentially a procedure 
to synthesize Ghl(s). 
Perhaps the simplest way to begin this section is to refer 
back to Section I II and obtain an  analog of (48). Indeed, given 
an  mth-order  all-pass function G,(s), let us define 
where 
and a, i s  any  real positive constant. First, it can be  verified 
that lG,,,-l(ju)12 = 1, i.e., G,- , (s)  i s  also all-pass. Second, 
it can be  verified  that G,-l(s) is  of order (m - 1). In order 
to see this, note  that G,(s) - k, has a zero at s = a,,, leading 
to a cancellation of (a, - s). Also, since G,(s) i s  all-pass, 
G,,,(a,,,)G,(-a,,,)=I,hence(a,,,+s)isafactorofl -k,G,(s) 
and  cancels in (102). Next, by application of the maximum- 
modulus  principle, it isclearthat, if G,(s) is stable(i.e., LBR), 
then Jk,l c 1. Furthermore, if (k,J c 1, then  the  following 
statement is true: 
G,(s) is stable iff G,-l(s) is stable. (1 0 4 )  
The  developments  are therefore analogous to those in Sec- 
tion Ill, and so the details are omitted.  Given  the all-pass 
function GM(s) as in (1011, we generate the sequence 
G M - d S ) ,  GM-2(S), * * , Go(s) = f 1 (1 05) 
kM,  k M - 1 ,  * * t kl (1 0 6 )  
by  using (102) and (103). Then CM(s) is  stable if and only  if 
lkml e 1 for  all m in (106). 
The circuit  interpretation is shown in Fig. 12 and is self- 
explanatory. In the case that GM(s) is  stable,  each lattice sec- 
tion  in Fig. 12 can be  redrawn as in Fig. 13, leading to a nor- 
malized realization. This normalized realization is an LBR 
two-pair cascade. 
Fig. 12. Circuit interpretation of the continuous-time sta- 
bility test of Section V. 
Im s 
t 
S-PLANE 
Re s 
Fig. 13. Normalized cascaded lattice corresponding to the 
test  in  Section V. 
In a manner  analogous to Sections II, Ill, and IV, a pos- 
sible gcd between DM(s) and NM(s) can be extracted during 
the synthesis  process,  because of a premature  termination. 
Such a gcd can then  be canceled.  Let  us therefore assume 
for  the rest of  the section that DM(s) and NM(s) are relatively 
prime. In particular, none  of  the polynomials D,(s), N J s )  
can then have  zeros on the ju axis. Also, if GM(s) is unstable, 
it is  possible to encounter a singularity situation where 
k $  = 1. This  can be avoided by  changing the value of a,,, 
to any other (positive) value as in Section 111.  Thus we can 
always successfully  generate the cascaded lattice  of Fig. 12 
and then  obtain a procedure for  counting  the  number  of 
unstable poles of H(s). 
Example 5. I: 
Let D(s) = s3 + 2s2 - s + 3 be the denominator to be 
tested.  This is clearly unstable because of the negative coef- 
ficient, but serves to  demonstrate the ideas.  The relevant 
all-pass function is 
(1 07) 
Let  us  choose a3 = 1, then k3 = G3(l) = 1 which is a sin- 
gularity situation. This  can trivially  be avoided by  picking 
a3 = 2. Then 
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The remainder  function GZ(s) computed  according to (102) 
is  
Now let az = 1, then 
kz = GZ(1) = 3. (110) 
The  reduced-order remainder Gl(s) is  then 
-11s + 9 
Gib) = I l s  + g ' 
Once again let al = 1, then 
1 
kl = Gl(1) = -- 
IO' (112) 
The final  remainder Gob) is  1, and  the test is complete. As 
k: > 1, thetest  confirmsthat G3(s) is  indeed  unstable.  More- 
over,as there is no  prematuretermination, D3(d and D3(-s)  
are relatively  prime. 
From the set of values { kM,  kM+,, , k , } ,  it is  possible 
to obtain an  exact count  of  the  number  of  unstable poles. 
The  results  are as follows: 
6t Dm(s)l = & D m  -l(s)I, if k $  < 1 (113) 
6[D,(s)] = 1 + 6[N,-l(s)], if k k  > 1 (114) 
where 6[F(s) ]  denotes the number  of zeros in Res > 0. Also, 
6[D,(s)] + S[N,(s)] = m for all m, by  assumption  that  there 
are no zeros on the  imaginary axis. 
For the above  example 
GjDl(S)l = 0 
GjN,(s)I = 1 (115) 
6[D2(s)] = 1 + 6[ N,(s)] = 2, as k :  > 1 (116) 
6[D,(S)l = 6[D,(S)l = 2, as k: < I. (117) 
Thus there are two unstable poles, i.e., &s) has 2 zeros in 
Re s > 0. Explicitly  evaluating  the zeros of D(s), we  get the 
following solutions: 
= -2 7572 ~ 2 , 3  = 1 . 0431e*i(o.38175r) (118) 
which  verifies the theory. 
Example 5.2: 
Let D(s) = s 4  + 3s3 + 3s' + 3s + 2. The relevant all-pass 
function is 
s4 - 3s3 + 3s2 - 3s + 2 
c4(s) = s4 + 3s3 + 3 2  + 3s + 2 * (119) 
Let a4 = 1, then k4 = G4(l) = 0. (The situation k4 = 0 is  quite 
normal,  and  simply  implies  that  there is a  pole  of G4(s) at 
s = -a4 = -1.) Then the  remainder is 
1 + s  
1 - s  
G3(s) = 
- 5 3  + 2s2 - s + 2 * 
G4(s) = s3 + 2s2 + + 2 (120) 
Next, let a, = 1, then k3 = G,(l) = 3. This  leads to 
1 
G,(s) - - 
l + s  3 4 s 2 + 4  
4s2 + 4 * I - s  1 G2(s) = --  (121) 
We now have a  premature  termination, and this reveals that 
s2 + 1 is the greatest common  factor  between D4(s) and N4(s). 
Since (k41 e 1 and ( k 3 (  e 1, all the zeros of D(s) are in 
Re s e 0, except for  the  factor (s2 + 1) which represents a 
conjugate  pair of zeros at s = k j .  
VI. REINTERPRETATION OF ROUTH'S TEST IN TERMS OF LBR 
TWO-PAIR EXTRACTION 
The well-known Routh's test for continuous-time sys- 
tems [;1 can  be interpreted in terms  of  the synthesis of an 
LBR function as a cascade of LBR two-pairs. In order to do 
this, let us begin with a  polynomial 
D,(s) = dO,,sm + d1,,sm-l + * * + dm,, (122) 
and construct  the all-pass function 
- ( - l ) m d ~ , m S m  + * * + dm,, 
dO,,sm + d l , m ~ m - l  + * . (123) + dm,,  
We wish to extract  a  first-order  two-pair with chain param- 
eters (A(s), B(s), C(s), D(s)) such that the remainder is a 
reduced-order all-pass function. In order to ensure that  the 
remainder is all-pass,  we impose  paraunitary  property (6) 
on  the  two-pairs. In addition,  let us restrict ourselves to 
reciprocal  two-pairs (i.e., AD - BC = 1). Thus let 
A(s) = 1 + urns B(s) = 8, + X,S 
C(S) = 8, - X,s D(s) = 1 - urns. (124a) 
The reciprocity  conditon  constrains B,, X,, and urn to be 
8, = 0 and X, = fa,. (1 24b) 
The two-pair parameters  are therefore 
A(s) = 1 + urns B(s) = X,s 
C(S) = -X,s D(s) = 1 - urns (1 25) 
X, = *om. (126) 
Now  the  remainder all-pass function,  given  by 
(127) 
A reduced-order  remainder can  be obtained  by  setting 
X, = (-1)rn-I a, (129) 
urn = dQ,rn/2dlfm* (1 30) 
The chain parameters  are therefore 
A(s) = 1 + 0,s B(s) = -(-I)"' U,S 
C(S) = (-I),, urns D(s) = 1 - urns. (1 31) 1 - 1. G3(S) 3 
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Note  that  the  reduced-order  denominator has leading  coef- 
ficient do,m-l precisely  equal to dl,m. By construction,  the 
extracted  two-pair is paraunitary. It is therefore LBR pro- 
vided it is  stable, Le., if a, > 0. 
For the  time  being, let us  assume that  there are no com- 
mon factors between Nm(s) and D,(s). If Gm(s) is stable, then 
all the  coefficients in Dm(s) should have the same  sign, with 
none missing.  Thus a, is in the range 0 e am c 03. In  other 
words, if G&) i s  stable, then  the  extracted  two-pair s LBR. 
It can further be shown [I21 that, if urn > 0, then  the stability 
of GJs) i s  equivalent to the stability of Gm-l(s). Thus the 
stability test procedure is as ‘follows: Evaluate the test 
parameter set aM, (TM-1, * * , ul.Thegiven polynomial DM(s) 
represents a stable denominator if and only  if all urn are 
strictly positive. 
Now,  the Routh’s  test as described in Astrom [q obtains 
the  lower  order  polynomial Dm-&)  from Dm(s) according 
to the  following recursion: 
D,-,(S) = DJS) - [D,(S) - DJ-S) ]  Q S  
2 
Thus  we  can identify 
f f s  
B(s) = -x D(s) = 1 - - (133) 
where a, is  defined to be do,,/d,,,. In other words, the  pol- 
ynomials  generated in the  recursion  procedure  of Routh‘s 
test  are the  denominator  polynomials in  the successive all- 
pass functions, in  the above two-pair  extraction approach. 
The  parameter set tested in the Routh’s procedure is 
f f m s  
2  2 
dO,Mr dO,M-lr d0,M-2r  * r dO,O (1 3 4 )  
where do,,, is  the  leading  coefficient in successive denom- 
inators. If all these coefficients have the same sign, then 
GM(s) is stable. The number of changes in sign in the 
sequence of (134) i s  known to be equal to the  number  of 
unstable  poles  of GM(s). It is clear from  the above descrip 
tion that  the u-parameters  are 
M d OM = - = O.M-l . . . . (135) 
2d0,M-1 2 d 0 , M - 2  ’ 
Accordingly,  the  number of  a-parameters with a negative 
sign is equal to the numberwof unstable poles of CM(s). 
Notice  that, unlike  in all the test procedures discussed  ear- 
lier in this paper, the  enumeration of unstable poles is now 
exceptionally simple, and is obvious  by  inspection  of  the 
resulting  two-pair cascade. 
Finally, if there is a  common  factor W(s) between NM(s) 
and DM(s), it leads to a  premature  termination,  and W(s) is  
placed in evidence at the  termination step. As the  details 
are quite  similar to those in the test procedure based on 
(1021, we omit these. 
VII. RELATIVE STABILITY TEST PROCEDURES 
In a number of physical problems, it is important to 
restrict the  poles of  the  linear system to a  certain  subregion 
of  the left-half complex s-plane. Depending  upon  the  nature 
of  the  subregion,  various types of relative stability can  be 
defined. (For  example, see the  authoritative survey  by Gut- 
man  and Jury [Iq.)  In this section,  we consider  one  partic- 
ular  type of relative stability. Referring to Fig. 14, if all the 
poles of  the  (continuous-time) system  are confined to the 
shaded area, we call the system “relatively stable.” Pro- 
cedures for testing this kind of “relative stability” have 
already been  reported in the  literature [8], 1181. 
Fig. 14. Pertaining to the relative-stability test. 
Given a polynomial D(s) = DM(s) = s M  + dl,+,sM-’ + 
d2,MsM-2 + + dM,M, a typical test procedure  for  this 
kind of  relative stability is to  form  a new  polynomial  of  twice 
the degree 
P(S) = D(sej*) D(se-j*). (1 36) 
If D(s) has real coefficients,  then so does Rs), because of  the 
definition  of (136). Moreover, if I/D(s) is relatively stable, 
then 1/P(s) is stable in the  conventional sense (i.e., all poles 
in  Res c 0). The  converse is also true. Thus conventional 
test procedures can be  applied to P(s). 
Even though  this  procedure is quite simple  and useful, 
it involves  testing  a  polynomial whose  degree is two times 
higher.  Moreover, even though  a  circuit  interpretation can 
be obtained as in earlier sections, the poles of  the  resulting 
circuit are not the  poles  of  the  desired  original  transfer 
function. 
In this section,  we outline  a test procedure  for  this  type 
of relative stability, based on the synthesis of a lossless 
function as acascaded  lossless two-pair  structure.The poles 
of  the  resulting  network are precisely  the poles of  the  orig- 
inal transfer function (i.e.,  zeros of DM(s)). However in this 
procedure, unlike in the procedures based on (136), we 
require  complex networke1ements:As afirst step,  we  make 
theobservationthat,aslongasthecoefficientsdk,MofDM(s) 
are  real, the zeros of DM(s) are conjugate pairs and so our 
problem is equivalent to testing  whether  the zeros of D,(s) 
are confined to the  extended shaded region of  Fig. 15. We 
now  proceed to do this. 
Im s 
t 
Fig. 15. Redefinition of relative-stability region. 
‘In this context, note that Routh-like algorithms for complex 
polynomials  have been reported in  the past. See, for  example, [38]. 
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rn 
d:-k(-se-'26)k 
G m b )  = 
k = O  
D,(s) (1 38) 
Note  that C,(s) is  the  conventional all-pass function  if 6 = 
0. The  above function G,(s) has the  following properties: 
PI. (G,(s)( = 1 for all s on the  boundary line 1, where 
s = in Fig. 15. 
p2. If so is  a pole, i.e., D,(so) = 0, then s1 Li -s,*ei* is 
a zero of G,(s). In other words, the poles and zeros 
are  symmetric with respect to the boundary line L 
in Fig. 15. 
P3. If  we  define a new  function 
then d,-l(s) satisfies properties PI and P2. 
These properties are  easily verified  by  making  direct use of 
the  definition of (138). Next, based on maximum-modulus 
theorem  (Appendix I), we have the  following property: 
P4. If G,(s) is  relatively stable, i.e., has all poles to  the 
left  of  the boundary line L, then (G,(s)I < 1 at all 
points that are strictly to  the  right  of 1. (This, of 
course,  assumes that C,(s) is not constant.) 
Once again  consider (139). If Jk,l < 1, then  we have at 
a pole so of C,-l(s) 
Thus if G,(s) is  relatively stable, then so must lie  to  the  left 
of L (by property P4), i.e., em-&) is  also relatively stable. 
By rewriting (139) as 
we  immediately see that if Ik,J < 1, then relative stability 
of C m - l ( ~ )  implies  that  of G,(s). This leads  us to conclude: 
If (kml < 1 then G,(s) is relatively stahle if and only  if 
cm-l(s) is relatively stable, where c,-l(s) is  defined by 
(139). 
This conclusion is valid regardless of how k, itself is 
defined. In order to arrive at a stability-test procedure, it 
only remains to define k, appropriately, and  modify (139) 
in order to  bring about an order  reduction. 
Thus let k, be  defined as 
k, = G,(a) (142) 
where s = a, lies strictly to  the  right of the  line L. Now 
(a, - s) is a factor of the quantity [G,(s) - k,]. Next, 
because of  property P2, it can be verified  that (a;ejz6 + s) 
is a factor of  the  quantity [I - k:C,(s)]. Consequently, the 
rational function 
is of order (m - 1) where m is  the order  of C,(s). Moreover, 
G,-&) satisfies properties similar to PI and P2.Thus given 
a modified all-pass function G,, (143) generates a lower 
order modified all-pass function G,-,. Moreover, if G,(s) 
is relatively stable, k, satisfies lk,)2 < 1. Finally, if k, sat- 
isfies this condition,  then relative stability  of G,(s) i s  equiv- 
alent to that  of G,-&). 
The stability test procedure is therefore to generate the 
sequence of  modified all-pass functions 
C&), GM-&), * , Gl(s), Go($ = constant (144) 
and the sequence of constants 
khf, ku-1, * - * I kl. (145) 
The  system is relatively stable if and  only  if lkml < 1 for all 
m. The choice  of a, in (142) is entirely arbitrary, as long as 
it lies to  the  right  of  the  line L. This flexibility  in  the choice 
of a, can be used in order to avoid possible singularity sit- 
uations such as lk,12 = 1, when  one is attempting to count 
the  number  of poles outside the shaded region  of Fig. 15. 
Fig. 16 shows a circuit  interpretation  of (143), and Fig, 17 
shows the cascaded lattice  structure  that is obtained as a 
by-product  of  the stability test.  Finally,  Fig. 18 shows a nor- 
malized circuit. The quantity 6 appears in the  circuit  in an 
Fig. 16. Circuit interpretation for the  relative-stability test. 
Fig. 17. The cascaded lattice associated with  the relative- 
stability test. 
Fig. 18. The normalized version of the cascaded lattice 
associated with  the  relative-stability test. 
easily controllable manner. Thus ''6'' can be "tuned" in 
order to restrict the poles of  the  circuit  of Fig. 17 to  the 
shaded region  of Fig. 14. As long as the parameters "k," 
in  this  figure have magnitudes bounded  by 1, relative sta- 
bility is structurally ensured. 
If  the  modified all-pass of (138) is  relatively stable, then 
it is  called modified LBR. If GM(s) is modified LBR, then each 
two-pair in Fig. 18 is  a modified LBR two-pair. 
The propagation  of a possible common factor between 
&(s) and NM(s) can be handled in a manner analogous to  
that in earlier sections.  Similarly, procedures can be estab- 
lishedforcountingthenumberofpolesthatfalloutsidethe 
relative stability  region. 
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VIII. STABlLllY TESTS FOR MULTI-INPUT MULTI-OUTPUT 
SYSTEM 
The stabilitytest  proceduresdescribed in earlier sections 
can  be extended to  the case of  discrete-  and  continuous- 
time systems with several inputs  and  outputs. In this sec- 
tion, let us confine  our  attention  only to discrete-time sys- 
tems and  obtain test procedures  for an rn-input poutput 
system characterized byap X rn transfer  matrix H(z). (Some 
results for  continuous-time systems  can be found  in [36].) 
Assume that H(z) is  given in the  form of a right  matrix frac- 
tion  description (MFD) [I91 
H(z) = A(z) D -'(z) (146) 
where A(z) and D(z) are matrix  polynomials  of degree M. 
Thus 
D(z) = DH(z) = Do + D,z-' + * * * + D M z - ~  (147) 
A(z) = Eo + 6 , z - l  + * - * + (148) 
where Dk and E, are rn x rn and p x m matrices,  respec- 
tively. Assume that  the  MFD  of (146) is  irreducible, i.e.,A(z) 
and D(z) are right  coprime [19], so that  the  determinantal 
zeros of D(z) are the  poles  of  the system. 
Let  us construct a new rn X rn transfer  matrix GM(z) with 
denominator  equal to DM(z) 
GH (z) = NH (z )   D i l  ( z )  (149) 
G:(ejw) GH(e '") = I, (1 50) 
i.e., CM(z) is an all-pass transfer  matrix (see  Section I). Thus 
GM(z) is LBR if and only  if  it is stable. Moreover,  testing  the 
stabilityof GM(z) is  equivalent to testing  the  stabilityof H(z). 
It can be  shown  that (150) implies 
such that 
G L ( z - ' )  G&) = I, (151) 
for all z. 
In the scalar  case, given  the  polynomial D(z), we  can con- 
struct the all-pass function GM(z) as in (16), essentially by 
inspection because the  numerator  of GM(z) is the  mirror 
image of D(z). Moreover, unless D(z) has a  factor W(z) which 
is a mirror image polynomial  by itself, the  numerator  and 
denominator  of CM(z) are relatively  prime. In the case of 
multi-input  multi-output systems, the  construction  of  the 
all-pass matrix GH(z) from  a given  polynomial DH(z) is  non- 
trivial, and  we  are not aware of any inspection-based  pro- 
cedures  analogous to  the scalar  case. However,  one pos- 
sible  method is to compute b(z )   D (z )  and  then  obtain  a 
special factor N,(z) such that N,(z) is  distinct  from D(z). 
If we  succeed in  computing  a spectral  factor NM(z) such that 
it is relatively right  coprime  with respect to mz), then  the 
test procedureto  bedescribed  next is meaningfu1,as it does 
not  terminate in a  premature manner.  The computation  of 
such  spectral factors is itself a nontrivial issue [23] and will 
not be  discussed further.  Assuming  that  the function CM(z) 
has been formed, it now remains to  obtain an iterative  pro- 
cedure  for  generating  a sequence of all-pass transfer  matri- 
ces 
GM(z),   GM-l(z) ,  . * , Gl(z), Go(z) = constant matrix 
(152) 
and a sequence of appropriately  defined  coefficient  matri- 
ces (analogous to "lattice  coefficients"  of Sec. I I  and Ill) 
X M ,  XM-1, . . . , X&, * * , x1 (1 53) 
such that 
1) if Gk(z) is  stable, then X : X k  < I,; 
2) if X:3c1, < /,,then "Gk(z) is stable if and only  if Gk-'(z) 
is  stable." 
Let the all-pass Ck(z)  have the  irreducible  MFD  form 
Ck(Z) = N&(Z) D a Z )  (1 54) 
where 
k 
N&(Z) = c Z&iz- '  
i = O  
k 
Dk(z) = ,X 9kiz-l .  (1 55) 
Assume that Gk(z) is  not constant, in order to avoid trivi- 
alities. Here 'Xtki and Ski are rn X rn real  matrices. Dw, is  
assumed to be nonsingular. It can be  shown  (Appendix I )  
that,  if Gk(z) is  stable (Le, LBR), then it satisfies 
l = o  
Gi(z0) Gk(zO) 5 I, (1  56)
for all zo such that lzol > 1. Thus in particular if the  quantity 
X k  i s  defined as 
xk = Gd=) (1 57) 
then  the following is a necessary condition  for stability: 
x:x& I I,. (1 58) 
Now  there are three  possible situations: 
Case 1: Equation (158) i s  violated, in which  casewe  simply 
discontinue  the testing, with  the conclusion  that 
Gk(z) is unstable. 
Case 2 Equation (158) is  satisfied with strict inequality, in 
which case we extract a matrix  two-pair from Ck(z)  
with suitable  chain parameters,  and obtain  a  lower 
order all-pass matrix Gk- l (z )  such that Gk(z) is  sta- 
ble i f f  Gk-l(z) is stable. Details  of  this will shortly 
be presented. 
Case 3: Equation (158) is satisfied but not with strict 
inequality. 
If Gk(z) is  a scalar  all-pass function,  then Case 3 implies 
that Gk(z) is unstable. However, in the  matrix case, Gk(z) 
may be  stable  even in Case 3, and  hence  this case requires 
careful handling. Indeed, a nonconstant all-pass matrix 
Gk(z) can  be  stable (hence LBR) even if  the inequalities of 
(156) and (158) are not strict. For  example, consider  the  fol- 
lowing 2 x 2 transfer  matrix: 
L 
It is easily verified  that f(z) is  LBR, with 
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Moreover,  letting  V = (1 - 2)', we  get theformz-'Gk-l(z)wherethemxmmatrixGk-l(z)isgiven 
V ' X ' X V  = V'V (1  61 1 by 
which  implies  that X'X does not satisfy strict inequality in 
(158). Moreover, it can  be shown  that 
(162) 
for all z, for this particular V. In other words, for input 
sequences of  the  form 
x(n) = Vs(n) (163) 
where s(n) is scalar (i.e., for sequences x(n) in the  direc- 
tion V), the system F(z) is  memoryless.  We abbreviate  this 
phenomenon by saying that "Yz) is memoryless in the 
direction V." 
We now  proceed to generalize these observations  before 
continuing  with  our  description f the stability test: let  Yz) 
be  an m X rn LBR transfer  matrix. Let X be  defined as X = 
Yoa). If there exists a  vector  V # 0 such that V'X'X V = 
V'V, then  Yz) is memoryless in  the  direction V. In other 
words, Yz)V is constant  and hence for  inputs  of  the  form 
of (163) the  output Y(n) depends  only on x(n)  and not  on 
x(n - k), k > 0. In fact, if f ( O ) ,  f ( l ) ,  - * represents the  im- 
pulse response (matrix) sequence of Hz), i.e., 
Til 
F(z) = c f (n) z - "  
n=O 
then f in) = f (0 )  x(n) for such inputs. We omit  a  formal jus- 
tification  of these  statements here  for  brevity,  and  refer  the 
reader to [20] for details. 
Let  us now  return to Case 3. If Gk(Z) is such that (158) holds 
but  not  with strict inequality,  then XiXk has a maximum 
eigenvalue equal to unity. Let V be the corresponding 
eigenvector. If ckb) is LBR, then we know Gk(Z)V should 
be  constant. If we find that  Gk(z)Vis not constant, then we 
can terminate  the stability test, with  the conclusion  that 
Gk(Z) (and hence  GM(z)) is unstable. On  the  other hand, if 
Gk(z)Visconstant,  then Gk(Z) is memoryless in  thedirection 
V, and  we  can obtain an  all-pass function G'&) of  dimen- 
sion ( r n  - 1) X ( r n  - 1) such that  Gf'(z) is stable iffCk(Z) is 
stable. Appendix Ill describes this  procedure. If Cjf'(z) is 
also  memoryless in a  certain  direction,  then we  can  repeat 
the above  process until we  obtain an (m - r) x ( r n  - r) all- 
pass function G&) which is not memoryless in any direc- 
tion. The  test procedure is now  continued on the  function 
Gv(z),  because Gr(z) is now  bound to fall under Case 1 or 
Case 2. As Case 3 can be taken care of in the manner 
described above, it only remains to describe  how to handle 
Case 2. 
When Case 2 is satisfied,  we extract from Gk(z) a  matrix 
two-pair with  the  following chain parameters: 
a = (1, - XiXk)-* = Xi(/, - XkXCf)-* (164) 
e = Xk(/, - XiXk)-'n a, = ( / p  - XkXi)-" (165) 
where  the parameter X k  is chosen to be 
= Gk(m). (1 66) 
Notice that, in view of the strict inequality in (1581, the 
inverses appearing in (164),  (165) are well defined. 
It can then be shown  that  the  remainder  function is of 
Gk - 1(Z) = N k  - l(Z) 0,: 1(Z) (167) 
with 
k - 1  
N k - 1  = ,z %k-l,;Z -i 
r = O  
k - 1  
Dk-1 = Dk-1,;Z-l .  (1 68) 
i = O  
Moreover, thechain parameters of (1641, (165) satisfy[20] the 
paraunitary property (Section I), and therefore  the extracted 
two-pair is LBR, with  a transfer  matrix 
sk  = ["' ( l p  - XkXi)'" 
(/, -XiXk)" -XiXk)* X i ( / p  - XkX;)-"* I -  
(169) 
Thus the  remainder Gk-&) is a  lower  order all-pass func- 
tion. ltcan beshownthatthedeterminantalzerosof Dk-l(z) 
are given by the solutions of 
det [ &(Z) - X :Nk(Z)] = 0. (1 70) 
If Gk(z) is stable, then (158) holds  and (156) holds  for (zo( > 
1. Moreover,  for Case 2, these  are strict inequalities. As a 
result, it can be  shown  that  the  solutions  of (170) lie strictly 
insidethe  unitcircle. Hence, if  ck(z) isstable(i.e.,  LBR),then 
Gk-l(z) is LBR. The  converse  statement  can  also be estab- 
lished, provided X k  satisfies (158) with strict inequality. 
In summary, if Gk(z)  falls under Case 1, we terminate the 
testwith  theconclusion  that it is unstable. If  Ck(z)falls  under 
Case 2, we extract  a  two-pair s described above and  obtain 
a lower  order all-pass matrix  Gk-l(Z). If, however, Gk(Z) falls 
under Case 3, then we attempt to construct an (m - r) X 
(m - r) all-pass matrix C[)(z), satisfying the properties 
described earlier. If such a  construction is not successful 
for  reasonsoutlined earlier, the  conclusion is  that  Gk(z)and 
henceG"(z)  are  unstable. If  the  construction succeeds, then 
we proceed to extract an LBR matrix  two-pair with chain 
parameters as in (164), (165) where X k  now stands for 
Gj!'(co), and  where  the  matrices 1, and lP should be replaced 
with /,-,. Clearly, the  entire process terminates in a  finite 
number  of  iterations. 
Circuit  Interpretation 
For simplicity,  let us first assume that, at  each  stage of  the 
LBR two-pair  extraction,  the  inequality  of (158) is  strict. The 
test procedure  then leads to  the synthesis of  the rn x rn all- 
pass matrix GM(z) in the  form  of an LBR (matrix)  two-pair 
cascade  separated  by  delay units as shown in Fig. 19. Each 
two-pair is  LBR, i.e., characterized bya2m X 2m orthogonal 
transfer  matrix. If  the test  procedure fails, i.e., i f  some X k  
violates(l58),  then the shown circuit cannot  beconstructed 
... 
o=CONSTANT 
Fig. 19. Circuit interpretation of the multivariable-stability 
test procedure. 
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because the  matrix square roots  and  the  matrix inverses 
involved in (169) may not be  meaningful. 
In summary once again, CM(z) has been synthesized as 
a cascade of LBR matrix  two-pairs.  Note  the resemblance 
of  the  transfer  matrix  of (169) to  the normalized  transfer 
matrix  of (33), Section II. In fact, (169) reduces to (33) when 
m = 1. Thus the  results  of  this  section  represent an exten- 
sion  of  Jury's test [6] and  simultaneouslyan  extension f  the 
normalized Gray and  Markel lattice structures [21]. 
If at any  stage of LBR extraction, Gk(Z) falls under Case 3, 
i.e., (158) holds without strict inequality,  then we define  the 
matrix Gf)(z) as described earlier, and proceed with LBR 
extraction from Gf'(z). Fig. 20 shows the  circuit  interpre- 
tation  for such an example.  This figure  demonstrates  the 
I I 
G& 1 G 3 k )  
Fig. 20. Demonstration of cascaded  lattice  synthesis under 
Case 3 situations. 
case where G,(z) and G3(z) fall  under Case 2 whereas  G2(z) 
falls under Case 3. As a  result, G2(z) (which is assumed to 
be a 3 X 3 matrix) is implemented in terms of another 
2 X 2 all-pass matrix GL1)(z). The succeeding matrix two- 
pair  extractions are done  on 2 X 2 all-pass functions. 
Premature Termination and gcrd Propagation 
Earlier in this  section  we assumed that  the  matrix all-pass 
functions  involved are given  by  irreducible MFDs, i.e., Nk(z) 
and &(z) in (154) are relatively right coprime. Let  us remove 
this  assumption. In other  words, let the  m x m  matrix  poly- 
nomial R(z) denote  the greatest common  right  divisor (gcrd), 
i.e., 
Nk(Z) = Ek(Z) R(z) Dk(Z) = Bk(z) R(z) (171) 
where and Bk(Z) are right  coprime. Next, it can  be 
shown  that  the  transfer  matrices Gk(Z) = Gk_,(z) (154),  (167) 
are related as follows: 
Z-'Nk-l(Z) = ( / p  - xkxf;)-'" [N&) - xkDk(Z)]  (172) 
Dk-l(Z) = (I,,, - Xixk)-ln [Dk(Z) - x:Nk(z)] (173) 
and  conversely 
Nk(Z) = xk(/, - x:xk)-* Dk-l(z) 
+ ( / p  - xkxi)-" z-'Nk_l(z) (1 74) 
Dk(Z) = (1, - xixk)-t/2 Dk- l (Z)  
+ xi(/p - xkx:)-" z-'Nk-I(z). (175) 
It can further be  shown,  based on (171)-(175) that R(z) is a 
gcrd of D&) and &(z) if and only  if it is a  gcrd  of Dk-I(Z) 
and Nk-I(Z). As a result, the  gcrd propagates down  the  line 
during  the stability test procedure, and leads to  a "pre- 
maturetermination,"eventuallyyieldinga remainderfunc- 
tion G,,(z) such that 
NJz) = 6IR(z) D,(z) = R(z) (1 76) 
where 6I is an m x rn constant  orthogonal  matrix. The pre- 
mature  termination  therefore places the  gcrd R(z) in evi- 
dence. 
From the discussions of  this subsection, it is  clear that if 
theMFDof (154) is in irreducibleform,  then  the  MFD in (167) 
is  also in  irreducible  form. Thus if  the MFD for GM(z) in (149) 
is irreducible,  then  the  intermediate MFDs for each  Gk(Z) 
are irreducible as well. 
Counting  the  Number of Unstable Poles 
Monden  and  Arimoto [22] have  advanced a  procedure  for 
enumerating  the  determinantal zeros of polynomial  matri- 
ces. Their  procedure has been  applied  for  investigating  the 
stability of  fitted and multivariate autoregressions.  The pro- 
cedure in [22] is  based on an extension  of Rouche's theorem 
for  polynomial  matrices  (Appendix 11).  
Forthe  recursion  procedure  described  earlier in this sec- 
tion, a similar  enumeration scheme  can  be formulated. The 
enumeration  procedureworks  underthecondition  thatthe 
matrices X(C~ are such that  for each k,  the  quantity ( I ,  - 
xixk) is definite, Le., either  positive  definite  or negative 
definite, but  not  indefinite. If, for  a  given k,  (I, - xixk) 
is positive  definite,  then we define Nk-I(Z) and &-1(Z) as 
per (1721,  (1731, whereas if it is negative  definite, we define 
z-'Nk-l(z) = (xkxi - I P ) - ' ' ~  [Nk(Z) - xkDk(z)] (177) 
Dk-I(Z) = (xixk - [D&) - xiNk(z)]. (178) 
Note that, in ( ~ m ,  (178), the  poiynomials Nk-,(z) and &-I(,?) 
still havelowerorder(asin(172),(173)),andGk-1(z) = Nk-l(z) 
Dill(z) is still all-pass. Let us now  consider  the following 
matrix  polynomials: 
FI(z) = Nk(Z) - XkD(Ck(Z) (1 79) 
F ~ ( z )  = Dk(Z) - x:Nk(Z). (180) 
For  any m x m  polynomial  matrix  Rz),  let 6[P(z)] denote  the 
number of determinantal zeros (i.e., zeros of det P(z)) in the 
region IzI > 1. Clearly, the  determinantal zeros of Fl(z) (and 
F2(z)) are the same as those of Z-'Nk_l(Z) (and Dk-l(z)) 
regardless of  whether (1721,  (173) or (177),  (178) are  used. 
We now draw some conclusions about the quantities 
6[Dk(z)]  and  6[Nk(z)] knowing  the  quantities  6[Dk_l(Z)]  and 
6[Nk-l(z)]. Let  us begin  by  observing that, on  the  unit  circle 
of  the  z-plane we have, by  all-pass property, 
N:(ei.) Nk(ejw) = D:(ej") Dk(ejw). (1 81 ) 
Thus if I,,, - xixk > 0, then we  have 
xixk < I, (182) 
N:(ei? Nk(ei.) 2 [XkDk(ei.)]lt [XkDk(e'")] (183) 
D:(eju) Dk(eiu) 2 [ ~K : :~ , (e j? l~  [ xK : :~~ (e j " ) l  (184) 
whereas if I ,  - XiXk < 0, then we have the above 
inequalities reversed. In order to be able to apply Rouche's 
theorem, we need to have strict inequality in (1831,  (1841, 
under  the condition  of (182). Now  let us examine the  impli- 
cation  of a possible  equality at frequency oo in (183). This 
would  imply  the existence of  a  non-null  vector  y such that 
ytN:(eiw) Nk(eig) y = YtD:(eiw) X:XkDk(eis) y. (185) 
But in view of  the all-pass property (1811, this  implies 
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V'V = V ' x i x k V  (1 86) 
where 
v = &(ej"O) y. (187) 
If 3Ck satisfies (182), then (186) implies  V = O.Thus from (181) 
we  have 
N,(ejW) y = 0 = Dk(ej*) y. (1 88) 
Thus &(z) and &(z) have an eigenvalue of zero at z = 
eiw, and the  eigenvectors are the same.  We now show that 
this  situation is not possible, and  hence  establish  that  we 
have a strict inequality in (183). For this, recall that we 
assumed the MFD for Gk(z) to be  irreducible. As a result, 
there exists [I91 a  unimodular  matrix U(z) 
(1  89) 
such  that, for all z, 
where R(z) is also unimodular. But (188) and (190) imply that 
R ( e 9  y = o (191) 
which is not possible because R(z), being  unimodular, has 
a constant  nonzero  determinant. 
In conclusion, therefore, we have the  following strict 
inequalities on the  unit circle, for < I,: 
N:(z)  Nk(z) > [xkDk(Z)] [ xkDk(z)l (192) 
D:k) Dk(z) > [xiNk(z)lt  [xiNk(Z)]* (193) 
If XiXk > I,, these (strict) inequalities are  reversed.  Next, 
notice  that Nk(z) and Dk(z)  are polynomials in z-',  hence 
analytic in  the region IzI 2 1. Consequently,  by  the  matrix 
version of Rouche's theorem  (Appendix II), we  have the  fol- 
lowing conclusion: Let G,(z) be an m x m all-pass matrix 
with an irreducible MFD as in (749). Generate the sequence 
of  m x m all-pass functions as in (752) and the sequence of  
m x m  lattice  coefficients as in (753). Then, if I ,  - xixk 
is definite  for al l  k 
and 
In order to start the  iterative  count  described  by  the above 
equations,  we  observe that 6[No(z)] = 0 and 61Do(z)] = 0. We 
can now work upwards with (194) and (195) to eventually 
obtain 6[D,(z)], which  represents  the  number  of  unstable 
poles  of G,(z). 
IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
Anumberofstabilitytestproceduresforcontinuous-and 
discrete-time  linear systems  have been  presented in a  uni- 
fied manner,  based on lossless network synthesis.  Some of 
the  results  presented are elaborations  of  the  presentations 
based on the Nevanlinna-Pick problem [26], while others 
are  based on different types of  structure synthesis recently 
reported  for  discrete-time systems.  Extensions to the  mul- 
tivariable case have  also been  included. We feel  that some 
of these  approaches  can be  extended to the case of two- 
dimensional systems [37l and to delay-differential systems 
[39]. The computational aspects of these problems have not 
been discussed.  However, it is possible  that, by using ad 
hoc  specialized tests, one  might  be able to obtain  simpler 
and  more  efficient  numerical test procedures. 
APPENDIX I 
For a scalar complex-valued function F(z), the  maximum 
modulus  theorem [9] can be stated as follows: 
Maximum  Modulus Theorem:  Let Hz) be  analytic on and 
inside  a  simple closed contour C in the z-plane,  and let M 
denote  the  maximum value attained by  JF(z)l on C. Then 
IF(z)) < M everywhere  inside C, unless F(z) is a  constant. 
By identifying C with  the  unit circle, and making the 
change of variables z + z-', we obtain  the  following  con- 
clusion: 
If the discrete time transfer function G(z) is  BR, then 
)G(z)l s 1 forall Jz1 2 1.  Moreover,  unlessG(z)  isaconstant, 
(G(z)l < 1 for JzI > 1. 
Based on  this  observation, we  can derive  the following 
conclusions if G(z) is  LBR (i.e., stable  all-pass): 
IC(z)l > 1, if JzJ < 1 
< 1, if Iz( > 1 
= 1, if  Iz( = 1. (AI ) 
Next, for  continuous-time systems, similar conclusions 
can  be drawn  by  identifying  Cas  the  jo-axis. Thus if H(s) is 
BR then IH(s)l s 1 for Res 2 0, and unless H(s) is constant, 
IH(s)l < 1 for Re s > 0. Moreover, if H(s) is  LBR, then 
IH(s)( > 1, if Re s < 0 
< 1, if Res > 0 
= 1, if Re s = 0. ( A 2 1  
A matrix  version [29] of the above theorem is also useful. 
We  next  state it in a  form suitable  for  our  applications in 
this paper.  The proof can  be found  in Potapov [29]. An alter- 
nate proof based on linear-system  concepts  can be  found 
in [20]. 
Matrix Version of  Maximum  Modulus Theorem:  Let F(z) 
be analytic on and  outside  the  unit  circle of  thez-plane  and 
let 
Ft(e'") Rei'? I M (A31 
for all w. Then RZ) satisfies 
Ft(z) Rz) 5 M (A4) 
for all z  outside the  unit circle. In particular, if Rz) is LBR, 
then Ft(z) RZ) I I f o r  all z such that 1z( > 1. 
Notice  that, even if  Rz) is not constant, (A4) does not have 
to be  a  strict  inequality. This is unlike  the case of the scalar 
version of this theorem. 
APPENDIX II 
Rouche's theorem  of  complex  variable  theory [I51can be 
Rouche's  Theorem: If f(z) and Q(z)  are analytic  interior 
stated as follows: 
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to a simple  closed  contour C, and  if  they are continuous on 
C  and if 
IP(z)l c IQWI (A5) 
on the  contour C, then  the  function F(z) = P(z) + Q(z) has 
the same number  of zeros inside Cas does Q(z). 
An extended  version ([15, p. 51) is  more  useful in certain 
situations; the  extended  version says that Rouche’s theo- 
rem is  valid even if IP(z)( I IQ(z)I on  C  provided  that F(z) 
defined above is not zero  anywhere on C. 
A matrix  version  of Rouche’s theorem is also known [22]. 
We now state this in a  form suitable  for  our  application in 
this paper. 
Matrix Version of  Rouche’s  Theorem:  Let Rz) and Q(z) be 
m X m  matrix  functions  of z, analytic on and  inside  a  simple 
closed curve C. Assume that each entry  in  the matrices is  
a ratio of two polynomials in z. Moreover, let 
Pt(z)  Rz) < Qt(z)  Q(z), on C. (A61 
Now  consider  the  matrix  function 
Y Z )  = P(z) + Q(z). (A7) 
Then the  number of zeros of det [f(z)] inside Cis the same 
as the  number  of zeros of  det [Q(z)]  inside C. 
(In  particular,  one can  also identify  Cto be  the unit circle. 
A mapping  of  the  form z - llz then enables  us to replace 
the  phrase”inside  the unit  circle”with  the phrase”outside 
the unit circle.”) 
Proof of the  Matrix Version: We  include a proof 
becausethematrixversiondoes  not seem to  bewell known. 
Our  proof is a  simplification  of  the  one  presented in [22]. 
Equation (A6) implies 
ytP ‘(z) Rz) y < y t Q  t(z)  Q(z) y,  on C (AB) 
for all non-null y. In particular 
(X(’ytPt(z) Rz) y < ytQt(z)  Q(z) y, on  C (A91 
for every X such that 1 XI I 1 and  for y # 0. Let  us now  define 
a scalar function 
h(z, X) = det [ W z )  + Q(z)], 0 I X 5 1. (A10) 
Note  that h(z, X) is a polynomial in X. We next  claim  that 
h(z, X) # 0, on C. ( A l l )  
Indeed, if h(z, X) = 0 for some zo on C, this  would  imply 
Wzo) Y + azo)  y = 0 (A1 2) 
for some y # 0. This in  turn means 
IX1’ytPt(zd Rzo) y = ytQt(zo) Q(zd y, on C (A131 
violating (A9). 
Next,  since Rz) and Q ( z )  are analytic on and inside C, the 
function h(z, X) is an analytic function of zon and  inside C, 
for  fixed X. Thus  by the  argument  theorem [9] 
represents the  number  of zeros of h(z, X) inside C, as a func- 
tion of X. Note  that  the  prime in (A15) denotes  derivative 
with respect to z. Next  consider the  quantity 
Since h(z, X) is  a polynomial in X, and  since (A16) is  zero  for 
X = X,, the  quantity ( X  - X,) is  a  factor  of g(z, X, X1).  More- 
over, for all z on the contour C, g(z, X, X,) is finite for 
0 I X, X ,  I 1 in view  of ( A l l ) .  Consequently 
where Ig,(z, X, X,) /  I M e Q, for some fixed M, for all z on 
C. In other  words, N,(X) is continuous in X for 0 I X I 1. 
But N,(X) is integer valued, hence 
Consequently, the  number  of zeros of h(z, 0) inside C is  
equal to the  number  of zeros of h(z, 1) inside C. This com- 
pletes the  proof, in view  of  the  definition  of h(z,X) as in (A10). 
APPENDIX III 
In this  Appendix we  deal with all-pass functions  that are 
memoryless in a  certain  direction. Specifically, let f(z) be 
an m X m all-pass transfer  matrix,  that is memoryless in 
the  direction V, i.e., f(z)V = constant  for all z. (We assume 
VtV = 1 without loss of generality.) We indicate here 
how we  can obtain an (m - 1) x (m - 1) all-pass transfer 
matrix F”’(z) such that F(z) is  stable iff F(’)(z) is  stable. For 
this, first  consider  the  m X m  transfer  matrix 
where S is  an m x m  unitary  matrix whose first  column is 
V. Clearly, C(z) is all-pass. Moreover 
where c (=f(z)  V )  i s  a constant  vector such that ctc = 1. Let 
us define  another  unitary  matrix whose first  row is ct 
R = [:I. 
Clearly, R G(z) is also  all-pass, and we  have 
r l  o 1 
R G(z) = R f(z) S = LO &Z)i 
(A21 1 
where f” ’ (z)  is  (m - 1) x (m - 1) all-pass. Moreover, from 
(A19) and (A22), it i s  clear that F(z) is  stable i f f F(”(z) is stable. 
Fig. 21 i s  a  circuit  interpretation  of  this  decoupling process 
and shows how F(z) can be  implemented in terms of F(’)(z). 
If F”)(z) is also  memoryless in acertain  direction,  we r peat 
the process and  obtain an (m - 2) X (m - 2) all-pass function 
f(”(z). In this way  we  can eventually  obtain an (m - r )  X 
where N, and Np are the  number  of zeros and poles of 
h(z, X) inside C. Clearly, Np = 0, hence 
Fig. 21. Circuit  interpretation of the decoupling process. 
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( r n  - r )  all-pass function F‘”(z) that it i s  not memoryless in 
any direction.  Moreover, F‘”(z) is stable i f f  F(z) is stable. It 
therefore suffices to test only  the stability of F(r)(z). 
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